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Pro-Active Work 

 Advice letter has been given to vape shops in Tidworth and Ludgershall about age restriction of selling vapes  

 KNAPP Close , Collingborne Ducis-Antisocial behaviour has been reported in the area. Patrols are being conducted 

 The Police assisted Ludgershall Council  to move the caravan incursion on the site of Castle down Business Park a 

section 61 was served by the Police. 

 A Rave was dismantled by Police in Netheravon and all the music equipment was seized . 

 Tidworth Garrison- Unknown youths have gained entry to the MOD Astro turf area  causing a hole in the fence and 

allegedly damaging  the Astro turf. No Suspect identified. Patrols to be conducted in the area. 

 Collingbourne Ducis-Vehicle has been stopped by officers , a section 23 has been conducted and drugs have been 

seized from the vehicle. 

  The Castle,  Ludgershall- Unknown suspect(s) have been throwing stones and glass bottled over reporting persons 

fence, the bottles have caused damage to a glass door from the home owners  summer house. Enquiries are 

ongoing and local patrols being conducted. 

 School Talk regarding safety on mobile phones has been delivered to Avon Valley Academy,  Durrington. 

 Franklin Close – Antisocial behaviour has been reported in the area. Patrols are being conducted. 

 Dual lane traffic control A303 westbound/eastbound due to broken down horse transport lorry. Assist with 

recovery of animals, vehicle, and transport of passengers to safe onward location. This caused many delays 

over the weekend 

 Assist Roads Policing Team, Response officers and Serious Collision Investigation Team, with serious Road Traffic 

Collision, Ludgershall Road, Tidworth/Ludgershall. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Community Speedwatch 

Speed Enforcement caught 11 vehicles speeding on the Tidworth Road in Ludgershall on 21June 2023. 

Speed Enforcement caught 14 vehicles speeding on Tidworth Road in Ludgershall. 

This stretch of road has a very clearly displayed speed limit of 30mph. The fastest vehicle was captured travelling 

at 48mph. On the day in question, it was sunny and dry and visibility was excellent. 

Depending on previous convictions and history: - 

13 drivers will be offered a speed awareness course 

1 driver will receive a Fixed Penalty Notice and 3 points. 

Proceedings will now be undertaken to ensure the most appropriate outcome for the offenders takes place. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community Engagement 

 The Solstice event itself was policed by a team dedicated to the event, with much planning beforehand and Chief 

Constable Catherine Roper in attendance. It was a success, with two arrests made but the vast majority of 

revellers enjoying themselves peacefully and respectfully. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 .PCSOs attended Avon valley to talk to the Year 8 children. 

 PCSOs attended Clarendon school regarding parking issues. 

 Holding a community Consultation in Tidworth new Skate Park on 22nd July. 

 ASB surveys has been delivered to Imber Avenue Amesbury, engaged with the community gather lots of 

intelligence. 



 Talk has been arranged with scout hut, Tidworth on 4th July about people who keep us safe. 

 Attended Armed Force Day in Tidworth– Engage with lots of families and shows them how the police car operates.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Priority Patrols 

 

 

 

 

 

 Priority patrols conducted In Netheravon, Everleigh following a Rave which Police dismantled. 

 Priority patrol conducted around Ludgershall, Collingbourne Ducis, Collingbourne Kingston for  

Caravan incursion 

 Ongoing reassurance patrols around Tidworth following issues with young people involving in drug 

related activity and antisocial behaviour 

 Regular patrols around the Clarendon school regarding parking issues pick up and drop off time 

 Regular patrol around Tidworth garrison after Criminal Damage was caused. 

 Regular patrol around Ludgershall Castle for ongoing ASB. 

 Regular patrol around Chute for reassurance patrol regarding the past burglaries  

 Regular marked vehicle patrols targeting Rural Crime, Poaching, Fuel theft, Hare Coursing 

& Dog attacks on Chute, Aughton Farm, Colingbourne Ducis Farms, Collingborne Kingston, 

Everleigh, Nertheravon.   

            



 

  

Numerous other activities have been carried out, which cannot be disclosed for operational 

reasons 


